HIPDICT – RELATIONSHIPS – INTERACTING WITH THE OTHERS

STUDENT
https://www.instagram.com/hipdict/

Match words and definitions
ANTISTALKING / ASTROLOGY / AWKWARD / BYESEXUAL / CELLPHONE / CLAPPING /
FRIEND ZONE / HAPPINESS / I GET IT / I'M FINE / MARRIAGE / MEGHAN MARKLE /
NEVERMIND / OH, COOL / OHHHHHH / OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND / PETS / PREGRET /
RECIPROCATED LOVE / RELIEF / SECRET / SINGLE / SMILE / TRADITION / UH-HUH /
UNFUCKWITHABLE / WE NEED TO TALK / WE SHOULD HANG OUT SOON / YOUNIVERSE /
ZODIAC SIGN
1.
2.
3.
4.

A device used for looking less alone when in public places by yourself
A facial expression implemented by girls to kill and enslave entire populations
A man who makes jokes about women in the kitchen
A saying that doesn't apply when you are in your room and you catch a glimpse of a spider and
then lose it
5. An emotion I haven't felt for 10 years
6. An excuse for people to justify their shitty behaviour
7. Being single for so long that you don't even remember what it's like to have romantinc/sexual
feelings
8. Characteristic of someone you shouldn't really mess with
9. I don't get what you said but I'm gonna pretend that I do
10. I really don't care
11. I'm pretending I'm listening. I don't actually care.
12. It can mean anytime between next week and 5 years
13. Learning a person's routine in order to avoid them
14. Magical concept that only happens in movies
15. Peer pressure from dead people
16. People who think that the world only revolves around them
17. Repeatedly high-fiving yourself for someone else's acomplishments
18. Something you tell everybody to tell nobody
19. That moment when you realise no one's listening, so you slowly stop talking
20. The feeeling you get when someone else cancels the plans you were planning on canceling
anyway
21. The most common lie / (phr.) Not dead, still alive
22. The only members of your family you actually like
23. The study of how the Sun, stars and planets revolve around you
24. The top reason for divorce
25. The worst 4 words in the English language. Female code for “This relation is over.”
26. To know you're about to do is wrong, while also knowing you will do it anyway
27. To value yourself and your mental health enough to get up and leave a
room/situation/environment in which your authentic self is not welcomed or wanted
28. You were too stupid to understand the first time, so I give up trying to explain it
29. When you have done everything like the boyfriend without reaping any of the benefits
30. When you have no idea what someone is talking about but you just want them to shut up
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Match words and definitions
ANTISTALKING (n.) Learning a person's routine in order to avoid them
ASTROLOGY (n.) The study of how the Sun, stars and planets revolve around you
AWKWARD (adj) That moment when you realise no one's listening, so you slowly stop talking
BYESEXUAL (adj) Being single for so long that you don't even remember what it's like to have
romantinc/sexual feelings
CELLPHONE (n.) A device used for looking less alone when in public places by yourself
CLAPPING (v.) Repeatedly high-fiving yourself for someone else's acomplishments
FRIEND ZONE (n.) When you have done everything like the boyfriend without reaping any of the
benefits
HAPPINESS (n.) An emotion I haven't felt for 10 years
I GET IT (phr.) When you have no idea what someone is talking about but you just want them to shut up
I'M FINE (exp.) The most common lie / (phr.) Not dead, still alive
MARRIAGE (n.) The top reason for divorce
MEGHAN MARKLE (v.) To value yourself and your mental health enough to get up and leave a
room/situation/environment in which your authentic self is not welcomed or wanted
NEVERMIND (phr.) You were too stupid to understand the first time, so I give up trying to explain it
OH, COOL (phr.) I really don't care
OHHHHHH (interj.) I don't get what you said but I'm gonna pretend that I do
OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND (phr.) A saying that doesn't apply when you are in your room and you
catch a glimpse of a spider and then lose it
PETS (n.) The only members of your family you actually like
PREGRET (v.) To know you're about to do is wrong, while also knowing you will do it anyway
RECIPROCATED LOVE (n.) Magical concept that only happens in movies
RELIEF (n.) The feeeling you get when someone else cancels the plans you were planning on canceling
anyway
SECRET (n.) Something you tell everybody to tell nobody
SINGLE (n.) A man who makes jokes about women in the kitchen
SMILE (n.) A facial expression implemented by girls to kill and enslave entire populations
TRADITION (n.) Peer pressure from dead people
UH-HUH (ex.) I'm pretending I'm listening. I don't actually care.
UNFUCKWITHABLE (adj.) Characteristic of someone you shouldn't really mess with
WE NEED TO TALK (phr.) The worst 4 words in the English language. Female code for “This relation
is over.”
WE SHOULD HANG OUT SOON (phr.) It can mean anytime between next week and 5 years
YOUNIVERSE (n.) People who think that the world only revolves around them
ZODIAC SIGN (n.) An excuse for people to justify their shitty behaviour
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